In this paper we generalize and extend to any Riemannian manifold maximum principles for Euclidean hypersurfaces with vanishing curvature functions obtained by Hounie-Leite.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we generalize and extend to any Riemannian manifold maximum principles for hypersurfaces of the Euclidean space with vanishing curvature function, obtained by Hounie-Leite (1995 and 1999) . In order to state our results, we need to introduce some notations and consider some facts. Given 
where σ r : R n → R is the rth elementary symmetric function. It is easy to see that σ r is positive on the positive cone O n = {(x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n : x i > 0, ∀i}. Denote by r the connected component 
Moreover on r , 1 ≤ r ≤ n, it holds that (see Caffarelli et al. 1985 , Proposition 1.1)
As it was observed in Hounie- Leite (1995) , the subset {σ r = 0} can be decomposed as the union of r continuous leaves Z 1 , . . . , Z r , being Z 1 the boundary ∂ r of the cone r . Furthermore each leaf Z j may be identified with the graph of a continuous function defined in the plane x 1 +· · ·+x n = 0.
Following Hounie-Leite(1995), we say that a point x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n has rank r if exactly r components of x do not vanish. 
where the vector x varies in a neighborhood W of zero in T p M and µ : W → R satisfies µ(0) = 0 and ∇µ(0) = 0, being ∇ the gradient operator in the Euclidean space T p M. Choosing a local orientation η : 
and − → k (p) belong to same leaf of {σ r = 0} and the rank of either
Then, M and M must coincide in a neighborhood of p. 
everywhere. For r = 1, it must be observed that, in Theorems 2.a and 2.b, we can assume only that H r (x) ≥ H r (x) and that M remains above M in a neighborhood of zero in T p M (see Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in Fontenele-Silva (2001)).
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we will present the necessary material for our proofs. Lemma 1. Let x ∈ R n and assume that σ r (x) = 0 for some 2 ≤ r < n. Then, the following conditions are equivalent
(ii) the rank of x is at least r.
For the proofs of our results, we will also need of the following lemmas:
Lemma 2. If y, w belong to a leaf Z j of σ r = 0, w − y belongs to the closure O n of O n and either y or w is an elliptic root, then y = w.
Lemma 2 is a particular case of Lemma 1.3 in Hounie- Leite (1995) and Lemma 3 follows from the proof of Lemma 1.2 in Hounie- Leite (1999) . or, in short, as p = (r ij , r i , z, x) with 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, and
We say that is elliptic in if is elliptic in p for all p ∈ . Given a function f : U → R of class C 2 , defined in an open set U ⊂ R n , and x ∈ U , we associate a point
where f ij (x) and f i (x) stand for ∂ 2 f ∂x i ∂x j (x) and ∂f ∂x i (x), respectively. Saying that the function is elliptic with respect to f means that (f )(x) belongs to and is elliptic in (f )(x) for all x ∈ U . For elliptic functions it holds the following maximum principle(see Alexandrov 1962) :
Suppose that is elliptic with respect to the functions
and that f ≤ g on U . Then, f < g on U unless f and g coincide in a neighborhood of any point
Consider 
being N an open set of R n+1 , containing the origin of R d such that
Moreover, we haveÃ(r ij ,
where Ã(w) ) are the eigenvalues ofÃ(w). It follows from (1), (8) and (9) that
The proof of Proposition 3.4 in Fontenele-Silva (2001) gives
for all (r ij , 0, 0, 0) ∈ R d .
We also make use of the following lemma 
The proof of Lemma 4 follows from the proof of Lemma 3.3 in Fontenele-Silva (2001) .
PROOFS OF OUR RESULTS
We will prove only Theorems 1.a and 2.a, since the proofs of Theorems 1.b and 2.b are analogous. 
Now, proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1.a, we conclude that r is elliptic with respect to the functions (1 − t)µ + tµ , t ∈ [0, 1]. It follows from (17) and the maximum principle that µ and µ coincide in a neighborhood of zero. Therefore, M and M coincide in a neighborhood of p.
